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Company
Description

The RETAbet Group is dedicated to
sports betting, with over 16 years’
experience in the market and 500
employees on staff. RETA is
undergoing a strong expansion
process, which has led us to be
present in all the Spanish market.
At present, the RETAbet Group
operates through its 3.000 points of
sale in Spain, with more than 3.000
propietary self-service terminals
located in local licensed premises,
gaming slot halls, bars and casinos.
RETAbet Group also operates in
the Spanish online market through
its national licence (DGOJ) and
serveral other regional online
licences. Our success so far has
been achieved in part by being the
only company with a business
model of vertical integration. This
allows us to specifically adapt to
each particular market in which we
operate and add value to users of
the brand. 
All of this makes RETAbet a safe
bet for the future and probably the
most profitable company in Spain.

Information

Deadline: 2023-01-31
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Company

Grupo RETAbet

Main functions, requisites & benefits

Main functionsMain functions

We're currently looking for a Senior Developer to join our Team. We value experience, but also capabilities and competency.

RequisitesRequisites

Requirements Solid understanding of C# and the .Net ecosystem. REST, ASP.NET MVC, ASP.NET Web API, Entity Framework...
Architecture Patterns (MVC, MVVM...) SOLID Good Practices De nition of good development practices with clean, semantic and
reusable code. Unit Testing. Continuous integration and deployment Other Valuable Knowledge .NET core Microsoft Azure Visual
Studio Team Services

BenefitsBenefits

Our goal is to create a company where employees enjoy bene ts that make them more productive and contribute directly to the
development of their professional skills. We want to be able to attract the best of the best, and make sure they keep getting better. On
top of an exciting, vibrant and intellectually challenging workplace and a competitive salary, we are o ering: Be part of agile team
Latest technological tools Continuous training Cool place to work   Our Values ·  The people are one of the most important values that
we have. ·  We are a multidisciplinary team that decides its own culture and vision ·  We are a at horizontal organization. We don't
have managers/bureaucracy. We are all developers. ·  We are passionate about sharing our knowledge with others    


